
      
 

Student Exit Interview Questions  

1.  

  1b.  

What are your academic and/or professional plans in the immediate future? 

Would you consider pursuing further studies at UoWM? 

2.  How would you rate the academic/professional qualifications you have gained from your 

department's overall curriculum?  

3.  

 

3b.  

3c.  

How satisfied do you feel with the knowledge you received during your studies as far as the 

research level is concerned? 

Do you think you received the necessary knowledge / guidance to conduct original research? 

Did you do a thesis? How would you assess this experience? 

4.  

  4b. 

  4c.  

How would you rate your overall curriculum? 

What are your comments on this? 

Do you have any changes / improvements to suggest for the curriculum (e.g. were there any 

courses you would be interested in that were not included in your curriculum)? 

5.  

  5b.  

Did you use the support of the academic advisor during your studies? 

How would you rate the support you received from your academic advisor in matters relating 

to your academic and professional development throughout your studies? 

6. Which of the supporting structures offered at UoWM (Student Advocate, Center for the 

Accessibility of Students from Vulnerable Social Groups, Erasmus Office, Career Office, 

Academic advisor, Alumni Platform, Ethics Committee, Student Care) did you know and use 

during your studies?  

7. How would you rate the support / services you received from your department’s secretariat 

during your studies?  

8.  How would you rate UoWM infrastructure / facilities for the achievement of: 

a. learning 

b. academic and  

c. research objectives 



      
 
9.  

  

How would you rate the faculty members of your department regarding: 

a) the cooperation you had with them within the frame of the courses 

b) the preparation and organization of their classes 

c) the response to their students' concerns 

d) the support offered to the students during the courses 

10.  

10b.  

10c. 

10d.  

10e.  

Did you conduct an internship (compulsory/optional/paid/unpaid) during your studies? 

How would you rate this experience? 

Which are the difficulties you faced? 

Which were the positive aspects of this experience? 

Would you suggest any changes that you feel would improve the process?  
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